This research is a pioneering study into the adoption of mobile-based money services for financial inclusion and sustainability in developing countries like Togo. Owing to their differences from more usual mobile-based banking and payment services, such technology is being aggressively promoted by providers of network telecommunication companies. However, the factors influencing its sustainable acceptance remain largely unknown. This paper extends the original Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), by integrating self-efficacy (SEMM), technology anxiety (TAMM), and personal innovativeness (PIMM). The research model is assessed with survey data of 539 actual and prospective mobile money users employing structural equation modeling-artificial neural networks (SEM-ANN) approach. A feed-forward-back-propagation (FFBP) multi-layer perceptron (MLP) ANN with significant predictors obtained from SEM as the input units and the root mean square of errors (RMSE) indicated that the ANN method achieves high prediction accuracy. The results present conclusive evidence that perceived ease-of-use (PEMM) is the most significant factor affecting consumers' attitudes to mobile-based money. While perceived usefulness (PUMM) and PIMM affect adoption decisions, their impact is much lower. Consumer attitudes and intentions were found to have a significant relationship with TAM. SEMM and TAMM; however, they showed mixed results. These findings will be useful to retain prevailing users and attract new ones.
Introduction
The business environment has become dynamic and has experienced a rapid shift due to the introduction of new technologies and innovations, together with increased demand from customers. With this advancement of information and communication technology (ICT) and the advent of 3G and 4G services by telecom companies, mobile technology has become an integral part of our everyday human life. Mobile services have been introduced into various areas like banking, commerce, government, and healthcare [1] [2] [3] . From this perspective, a bibliometric analysis recently performed by Hew [4] showed increased interest in the scientific world in mobile technology, and suggested avenues for the future research of mobile technologies. As businesses become complex with changing conditions and unpredictable economic climates, innovation is inevitable if a businesses is to remain competitive. In 2019, the number of mobile phone users is forecast to reach 4.68 billion, and that figure is expected to increase significantly every year thereafter [5] . The high level of penetration of smartphones worldwide offers significant growth opportunities for increasing mobile financial services (MFS) usage and motivating financial institutions and telecommunication service providers by providing new mobile applications to increase and satisfy customers bases [6] [7] [8] .
The widespread adoption of mobile phones, particularly in developing countries, has brought about the rise of mobile money services considered as one type of MFS. Mobile money (m-money) is a crucial recent technological innovations in mobile communication technology. The introduction of mobile money has brought new challenges and opportunities for businesses and individuals. Riquelme and Rios [9] stressed that as technology changes, both financial companies and consumers are embracing the advantages of the efficiency which comes along with it. Mobile users see mobile money services as an added value offered to them for carrying various banking as well as non-banking activities in real-time in a highly competitive world [6, 10] . Mobile money, regarded as an innovative and effective means to achieve financial inclusion, is expected to provide financial services to two billion unbanked adults [11] in emerging economies that lack access to affordable financial services [5] . The unbanked are defined as adults who are not bank account holders or do not have access to a financial institution.
For the last ten years, access to financial services by unbanked individuals has been expanding partly because of the rapid growth in the adoption of mobile money services [11] . Mobile money bridges the gap between the cash and digital economies, enabling those without access to banks to load cash in a mobile wallet and transact digitally using money transfers, deposits, withdrawals of money, and paying bills, to mention a few, through a mobile phone network. In developing countries, these services have been highly successful, led by the example of the world's leading mobile money service, M-Pesa, which was launched in Kenya in 2007 and operates today in 8 countries. Mobile money services have had a tremendous positive impact on people's lives, and have contributed to increasing financial inclusion and economic growth, absorbing financial shocks, and reducing poverty [12, 13] .
In this paper, the adoption and usage of mobile money are examined in one of the emerging economies of the sub-Saharan West Africa countries, Togo, which has a population of more than 7.5 million people [14] . The adoption of products and customer engagement are the main indicators of the sustainability of the designated products (i.e., mobile money services), such that the number of active accounts is employed to comprehend how customers are accepting the services [15] . A service such as mobile money can be availed without internet connectivity by employing basic mobile phones, and it is viewed as convenient and safe. Based on the mobile money report published in 2018, Togo has made significant improvements from 2014 to 2017, since the services were launched in 2013 in the country. Under the sub-Saharan Africa category and over the period, the country obtained the best financial inclusion rate ahead of countries such as Côte d'Ivoire, Madagascar, Chad and Mali [16] . Noticeably, various companies in Togo have attempted to encourage their customers to use mobile money for their financial transactions. Recently, the national social security fund (i.e., la Caisse Nationale de Sécurité Sociale: CNSS) has admonished various employers to pay their social security contributions via Flooz and T-Money [17] . There are presently two major mobile telecommunication companies (Moov and Togocel) which provide mobile money service in Togo: Flooz and T-Money respectively.
Despite the inherent benefits of such services, the mobile money adoption rate in Togo has remained somehow low, a phenomenon which requires further investigation. Nearly 67% of the Togolese population was subscribed to mobile telephony in 2015, and the number of mobile internet users doubled between 2014 and 2015. However, less than 15% of consumers have bank accounts in Togo [18, 19] ; in addition, mobile banking acceptance rates are lower than expected, i.e., 1% [20] . It is then rational to merely presume that mobile money should provide significant input to nurture the rate of mobile financial services usages. In reality, this is far from being reality. Although most financial institutions, together with the government of Togo, offer subsidies to farmers through e-wallet technology to support a digitization project of the agriculture transformation agenda [21] , the sustained usage of the designated technology has not been embraced on an adequately large scale.
Regarding their environment, based on a World Bank survey on mobile money financial inclusion (2018), mobile phone subscribers currently represent almost 80% of phone users, while the penetration rate of m-money accounted only for almost 45% in Togo, ranking behind its neighbor country Ghana (60%) [16] . Therefore, the rate of mobile money acceptance in the West Africa nation also differs. These phenomena create a challenge both for established players and for new participants like Fintech startups. Whereas mobile money has stimulated financial inclusion to lots of unbanked Ghanaians, Togo lags behind in its mobile money acceptance rate. Early studies have investigated consumer adoption of mobile money services in Africa (including Togo) [22] [23] [24] . However, limited studies have probed the factors that contribute to the continued usage of mobile-based money technology and services within the underbanked and unbanked user segment and beyond.
Moreover, mobile money services are yet to focus on traditional offers such as money transfers, bill payments, and airtime top-ups and are not tailored enough to the demands of the low-income population [25] . There is still a large group of customers who are reluctant to espouse such services due to uncertainty and technology anxiety issues about mobile financial services in general [26, 27] . Nevertheless, such services have been well accepted in similar emerging economies, including the Philippines and Kenya. In recent work, for instance, Suri et al. [28] stressed that the mobile money service M-Pesa lifted 2% of Kenyan households out of poverty. The literature on the espousal of mobile-based money in Togo is very scant [23] , and no research has been found in Togo regarding the mobile money adoption using the TAM model, although this model has had extensive relevance in explaining consumers' responses to IT use and adoption [29] . There are still important challenges delaying their disposition if digital finance is to reach its full potential in Togo. Customers are not adequately empowered to be active players in the ecosystem. All these reports led the authors to choose Togo as a good experiment field for assessing the determinants of mobile-based money services adoption and sustainable development from the developing country context.
Since it is unclear how Togolese mobile money users perceive technology usage, the motivation behind this research is to assess and predict key antecedents influencing behavioral users' attitudes towards adopting mobile money services. This study attempts to bridge the gap in the existing literature by analyzing the perceptions that users have towards this technology while presenting a strategic framework for policymakers and practitioners to use the inherent advantages offered by mobile money. This research differs from past studies in three ways:
First, it aims to explore the attributes that warrant the adoption and sustainability of mobile money services among both potential and actual users. Therefore, the result provides a practical analysis, so that providers could understand customer behavioral intentions regarding the provided services, which, in turn, help in taking effective decisions.
Second, the study empirically creates a framework to test the applicability of the TAM to mobile money transfer context, as it is a useful research model to explain the internal and external motivation in initiating technology adoption [30] . TAM has been utilized successfully in assessing the antecedents that drive the adoption of several technologies. The projected model has similarities to earlier extended TAMs used in the developed countries, i.e., acceptance of self-service technology (SST) by French consumers [31] and assessing the adoption of mobile payment through US consumers [29] . We utilize the TAM from the perspective of developing countries and incorporate into the model mobile money self-efficacy, new technology anxiety, and personal innovativeness of IT. The effect of these constructs on the core TAM variables (perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness) is examined, as they are likely to impact the perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness on mobile money attitude and mobile money use intention.
Finally, this study aims to use an innovative research methodology presented in a two-stage approach. In the first stage, a structural equation model (SEM) is adopted to understand the significant influence of antecedents on mobile money services acceptance. The second stage used an artificial neural network (ANN) model to identify the importance of the antecedents. Therefore, this study develops a more inclusive and predictive model that can overcome the basic drawback of the prevailing model and offer a predictive analysis of the user perceptions of mobile money adoption in developing economies.
This research makes several contributions regarding an evolving market and technology to researchers, the literature on innovation systems and financial inclusion for developing countries, financial institutions, users and government by exploring and discussing direct implications for mmoney role players.
Primarily, we offer nuanced empirical outcomes on the fundamental factors that drive the success or failure of mobile money innovations by extending the traditional TAM. Given the result of the integrated methodology and the variables of TAM, the perception of ease-of-use is revealed to be the most important predictor, followed by the perceived usefulness in mobile-based money regarding the attitude constructs. It is important therefore that mobile money transfer providers consider how to make the use of the services easily, as well as emphasize on building the user-centric apps to create the awareness of usefulness. This study sheds further light upon the attitude of the Togolese consumer regarding mobile data services in general, and the usage of mobile-based phones for financial services specifically. Considering the extended variables associated with TAM, personal innovativeness acts as an enabler of user behavior, and company providers require to stimulate this aspect to facilitate the usage of mobile money services. Therefore, these implications could lead to an increase in financial transactions conducted on mobile devices. The contributions go along way towards extending the understanding of TAM to recently emerging contexts such as the mobile-based money in Togo.
Moreover, this research provides a robust tool combining SEM and ANN in order to predict the determinants that are more prone to the adoption and sustainability of mobile-based money services. Unlike earlier researches that studied consumer behaviors using a single approach (e.g., SEM), our study applied an SEM-artificial neural network technique to explain consumer behaviors regarding m-money. The SEM-ANN methodology shows to be a powerful technique, as it examines and provides the "what" and the "why" factors that have affected or will affect in the future. The result shows that SEM and ANN analyses complemented each other in shedding light on the complex process associated with the various influential factors to the development of mobile money innovations. Our SEM analysis contributes to the understanding of the relationships between various factors. One of the most substantial attributes of ANNs remains to be adjusted to periodic variations and detecting patterns in intricate natural nonlinear schemes. Therefore, the results of this study prove ANN to better predict than the usage of the SEM technique regarding the adoption of m-money. Correspondingly, this research can grasp the advantages of both methods (multi-analytic method: SEM-ANN) and assess complex linear and non-linear associations along with ranking the relative importance of the predictors.
Having established the justification and purpose of this study, the remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We present the contextual setting viewed as literature review while covering hypotheses development and research model presentation. Then, we present the research methodology, including the background of SEM-ANN analysis. In the final section, the findings, conclusion and implications, limitation, and future research regarding mobile-based money services adoption and sustainability are discussed.
Literature Review and Hypothesis Development

Mobile Money in the Context of Mobile Financial Services
The interest manifested in the growth of inclusion has been captured by the advent of money transfer services offered over mobile phones and the further potential that this technology has provided for financial service development [32] . Mobile money services accelerate the speed of money transfer as funds move in electronic instead of the physical form [33] . Mobile money transfer is viewed as a service for transferring money through mobile phone-based [34] . Mobile money employs IT tools and channels that are non-banking for extending financial services access to subscribers who cannot be attained by banks [34] . Although past research reveals that people tend to prefer mobile financial services (MFS) to other self-service technology (SST) in Togo [35] , this study will focus merely on the mobile money service which is one type of MFS [3] . Traditional banks continue to offer their mobile banking services and facilities; however, it is important to clarify the difference between mobile banking, mobile payment, and mobile money.
In the context of mobile banking, there are also various applications provided by banks, which can be installed on a wide range of mobile platforms and can easily be utilized. The transactions are done between the customer and the bank, or alternatively, between a customer to another third party, with the bank intermediating between the two. The channel of communication might be different, such as a customer, and the third party may be subscribers to different internet mobile service companies. Mobile payment involves the transfer of money (e-money) from one party (e.g., consumer) to another party (e.g., merchant or seller) employing a mobile-based device [36] . It is an add-on service on mobile technology to ease fund transfers between individuals and/or merchants. Considering mobile banking as well as and mobile payments, consumers need to have a bank account in the back end.
For mobile money, the process differs. Monetary transactions occur between two parties (users and merchants) where both of them are subscribers to a similar mobile money service in the same telecom service provider's domain. For transferring money, a mobile phone user registers with a mobile money agent and then deposits cash that will be used for later transaction [37] . The authorized agent handles the monetary transactions between the parties. This cash is shown as e-money in a mobile wallet on the sender's phone [33] . The customer can then use her/his electronic money to perform transactions like sending money and paying bills [23, 38] . Once a user transfers money to another mobile phone, the receiver obtains prompt notification with a unique code through short message service (SMS). The recipient can visit the closest agent to collect the cash, or keep the money as a deposit in her or his e-wallet for future transactions [39] . Regarding mobile money, customers typically are not required to have bank accounts in the back end. Therefore, the costs to access the designated service and switch between service providers are significantly lower than that of mobile banking and mobile payment, which might have theoretical implications for user demands.
An Extended TAM and Mobile Money Transfer Services
To understand user behavior towards the adoption of innovative technology, academics have developed various behavioral decision theories and intentional models over the last four decades. Studies have been inclined to employ variables from the most prominent theories and models, including the theory of reasoned action (TRA), the theory of innovation diffusion (IDT), the technology acceptance model (TAM), the theory of planned behavior (TPB), and the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] .
Within the Information Systems (IS) literature, models such as the TAM [45] have been employed to explore the factors of technology acceptance empirically. Grounded on the objectives of this study, and due to the importance concerning the explanation of online consumer behavior, we have employed these attitudinal models and theories based on social psychology, like TAM [45] . TAM is one of the most widely used theories in IS research. It has been considered as the most robust, parsimonious and persuasive model in innovations acceptance behavior [45, 46] ; thus, we consider this theoretical model as a background for the drive of the present study. The TAM model positioned attitude toward the use of new technology as a construct may be explained by two perceived variables: usefulness and ease-of-use. Various studies apply the TAM model to predict intentions to adopt new technology by individuals, groups, or organizations [45] . Drawing on the theory of reasoned action (TRA) [47] and in its simplest form, TAM suggests that perceived ease-of-use, perceived usefulness, attitude regarding use, and behavioral intention will predict actual usage of technology. Additionally, the TAM has been contingent on numerous additions and developments, including the unified theory of the acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) [48] .
With the review of TAM literature, Maranguni´and Grani´ [49] acknowledged seven past TAM related works. The objectives of these works and the analysis techniques employed differ. For instance, Legris et al. [50] and Turner et al. [51] examine the question of whether the TAM explains actual use, Hsiao and Yang [52] investigated factor analysis to find trends in the usage of the TAM whereas Mortenson et al. [53] conducted the review using the computational literature review (CLR) based on the TAM. The CLR is an answer to the challenge encounter in selecting, filtering, and analyzing large volumes of research articles. It complements rather than substitutes the human researcher in the systematic literature review (SLR) process, and is beneficial for more generic analysis of journals and individual researchers and teams. TAM has also been applied and empirically supported in the prediction of the adoption of E-commerce [46] , mobile marketing [54] , mobile wallets [55] , e-learning [56] ; mobile banking [57] , Big Data [58] , business-related technologies [59] and much other information. Considering the performance of the mobile-money business and the various determinants acquaint from literature, it will be prudent to empirically examine some key factors. Therefore, Narteh et al. [60] assessed the effect of eight exogenous constructs, including perceived (usefulness, ease-of-use, risk, trust, complexity, cost of use), social influence, and relative advantage on the behavioral intentions of users of mobile money services. The results revealed that perceived (usefulness, ease-of-use, trust, cost of use), and social influence significantly contribute to the mobile money technology adoption [60] . Many studies have patronized TAM's explanatory power within the context of IS application in general [61] , and several studies have successfully extended its application to the context of mobile financial services [29, 62, 63] .
Despite recent and various extensions of the Davis et al. [45] technology acceptance model (TAM), just a few studies have focused on the factors that influence the acceptance of the mobile-based money services from a holistic approach integrating several principles [64] . In order to bridge the gap, the propose tested model in this research integrates individual difference factors, considering earlier criticism that TAM suffered from the lack of individual difference factors and inclusion of these features by researchers who proposed extended models [29, 31, 61] . Based on the above discussion and the result of the pretest that probed on respondents regarding the factors that would either drive or hinder their use of mobile money transfer, the study integrates mobile money transfer self-efficacy, technology anxiety and personal innovativeness of information technology with the TAM variables. These factors have not only been revealed to be significant in prior research, but also, their theoretical foundations are rooted in some of the most influential theories and models in the field of technology adoption. Variables such as perceived usefulness, perceived ease-of-use, attitude, and intention to use are adopted from the TAM [45] . Additionally, self-efficacy and its role in technology acceptance have been an aspect of the investigation on the acceptance of various technologies [29, [65] [66] [67] [68] . New technology anxiety and personal innovativeness in information technology, which have also been factored in the rate of acceptance of new technology, are adopted from the literature of information technology [31, 34, 69] . The relationships between the variables will be explained in detail in the next section.
Mobile Money Self-Efficacy (SEMM)
Self-efficacy denotes a self-confidence regarding the possession of the required skills to complete a task; it is people's judgment of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances [70] . Dominant in Bandura's concept of self-efficacy, it is the clue that this personal belief remains the main basis and a direct element of an individual's behavior and actions. It conceptualizes the individual perception of internal control [71, 72] . This implies that mobile money services consumers are more likely to pursue activities within their arrays of perceived competencies, and is an important factor in understanding individual responses to new technology [66] . Self-efficacy has been included in studies of the acceptance of mobile data services [65] , online shopping [73] , and information communication of technology (ICT) [74] , particularly in mobile money transfer [75] . Therefore, the following hypotheses are presented: Hypothesis 1a. Mobile money self-efficacy has a significant link to the perceived ease-of-use of mobile money services.
Hypothesis 1b.
Mobile money self-efficacy has a significant link to mobile money perceived usefulness.
New Technology Anxiety (TAMM)
Technology anxiety is an apprehensive belief showing the consumer's state of mind concerning his/her ability and willingness to adapt when considering using technology in general [61, 76] . Fast changes in technology bring challenges to companies due to consumers' resistance to espousing new technology [77] . In the transition to new technology products, consumers might come across various difficulties, such as being unable to operate products correctly [78, 79] , which lead to technology anxiety. Technology anxiety, conceived as an anchoring belief, impacts the perceived ease-of-use of a system [61, 80] ; therefore, customers who are anxious about the application of IT may not perceive mobile money transfer as being easy to use. Technology anxiety has a negative influence on the acceptance of self-service technology (SST) usage [31] and the adoption of new technological forms, such as mobile service industries [26] . Hence, we proposed the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2a. Technology anxiety has a significant link with mobile money perceived ease-of-use.
Hypothesis 2b.
Technology anxiety has a significant link with mobile money perceived usefulness.
Perceived Ease-of-Use (PEMM), Perceived Usefulness (PUMM), and Attitudes (ATMM) toward Mobile Money Services
The traditional TAM integrates perceived ease-of-use (PE) of technology and perceived usefulness (PU) of the technology as two main constructs. Alike with the concept in Davis et al. [45] , PU in this research denotes the extent to which a person believes that using mobile money will enhance his or her performance. Mobile money is supposed to provide diverse benefits to its users, such as general convenience, simplification of payment as compared to other forms of payments, all of which might endorse a positive attitude towards and a higher intention to use mobile-based money transfer payment [64] . PE of mobile money denotes the consumers' perception of the effort and time that has to be expended in to use mobile money service and the degree to which the technology is understandable or not. The mobile money interface should be simple and easy to comprehend, considering the low rate of technological sophistication and literacy rates in Togo [81] . Previous studies have consistently recognized PE to have direct effects on PU and attitude [64, 82] . A study employing TAM reveals that there is a positive relationship between PU and PE [83, 84] . The ease-of-use of a mobile money system can impact its usefulness and user's attitude. Hence, the following hypotheses are posited as follow:
Hypothesis 3a. Mobile money perceived ease-of-use has a significant link to attitudes towards m-money.
Hypothesis 3b.
Mobile money perceived ease-of-use has a significant link to mobile money perceived usefulness.
Hypothesis 4.
Mobile money perceived usefulness has a significant link on attitude towards mobile money.
Personal Innovativeness (PIMM)
Agarwal and Prasad [85] (p. 206) explained personal innovativeness as "the willingness of an individual to try out any new information technology"; it remains conceptualized as an attribute which is not impacted by environmental or internal factors. Individual innovativeness prevails as a determined trait that is reflective of an individual's primary nature when exposed to innovation [86] .
Innovativeness can be grouped under the personality characteristics that outline the degree to which individuals accept and adopt new ideas, products, and systems [87] . It has been used to predict the adoption of technological innovation among consumers [88] . Regarding the innovation diffusion concepts [89] , people react differently to a novel idea, practice, or object due to their differences in individual innovativeness, a willing tendency regarding adopting an innovation. In the earlier work, Fang et al. [90] assessed the psychological variables (trust in sponsor and personal web innovativeness) entail in a decision for or against participation in web surveys. Their findings revealed that both variables exerted direct determinant effects rather than moderate effects on participation attitude and perceived behavioral control, which, in turn, significantly influenced participation intention. From this end, personal innovativeness would influence attitude and intention in the context of consumer participation in mobile money services.
Several empirical studies have found a significant relationship between personal innovativeness and behavioral intention [91, 92] . Thus, we propose: Hypothesis 5a. Personal innovativeness has a significant link with the attitude of using mobile money.
Hypothesis 5b. Personal innovativeness has a significant link with the intention of using mobile money.
Attitudes (ATMM) and Intentions of Use (IUMM)
The relationship between attitude and intention emphasized in the TAM proposes that attitude acts as an evaluative predisposition to behavior. The attitude towards using mobile money transfer (MMT) has been considered as the extent to which an individual perceives a positive or negative feeling related to MMT. Prior studies on TAM and in other consumer fields have found a link between attitudes and intentions [82, 93] . A plethora of studies have established that consumers with a positive attitude towards a technology are more inclined to use it [49, 94] . Indeed, past studies have confirmed attitude as the most influential predictor of intention to use IT in the original TAM [82, 95, 96] . From this perspective, it is highly important to educate users of mobile money at the point of sale. Based on these discussions, we, therefore, posit that: Hypothesis 6. Attitude towards mobile money has a significant link with mobile money behavioral intention.
Research Hypotheses
Using the theoretical background of the TAM, mobile money self-efficacy (SEMM), new technology anxiety (TAMM) and personal innovativeness (PIMM) discussed above; we propose a research model that identifies several attributes as predictors of mobile money transfer (MMT) users' attitude and intention. Due to the proposed combined methodology, particularly the application of the ANN technique, the research model is categorized into fourfold such as model A, B, C, and D. The relationships between these constructs and groups are integrated into the conceptual model, as depicted in Figure 1 
Research Methodology
Variable Measurement
A draft of items, prospecting each construct's underlying dimension was settled, based on a review of the prior literature and an attribute classification of a small group of experts in the area of mobile-based payment together with some highly experienced users of mobile money, who made a final choice of relevant components [97] . Their suggestions were used to adapt the wording and some of the most recognized scales to make them tailored to the current context. Specifically, we revised new technology anxiety (TAMM) scale, which reflected consumers' apprehensions and fears concerning using technology, from Meuter et al. [76] and Park et al. [69] . Self-efficacy (SEMM) is adapted from Venkatesh and Bala [61] . The personal innovativeness (PIMM) scale was adapted from Agarwal and Prasad [98] , Ramos de Luna et al. [99] , and Zoran et al. [59] . The perceived ease-of-use (PEMM) scales follow the similar scales employed by Venkatesh [59] Venkatesh and Davis [80] and Parijat et al. [34] . The Perceived usefulness (PUMM) scale was adapted from Bhattacherjee and Premkumar [59] , and Davis et al. [45] ,. The attitude (ATMM) scales drew on established scales from the consumer behavior literature [100, 101] . Lastly, items of usage intention (IUMM) are adopted from Venkatesh [71] and Venkatesh and Davis [102] . The scales were all measured in 5-point Likert scales anchored between 1 (totally disagree) and 5 (totally agree), except for Attitude which was based on a 5-point semantic differential scale. Appendix A Table A1 offers more information about constructs.
The second part of the questionnaire included a series of questions concerning respondents' socio-demographic characteristics and behavior (i.e., gender, educational qualifications, age, and respondents' experience with mobile money transfer). The adapted questionnaire was tested for its face validity among a group of eight experts. Changes were included grounded on the recommendations of the experts, and the questionnaire was therefore employed for pretesting.
Pretesting the Questionnaire
A total of 32 items were engendered and screening through an iterative process that employed item-total correlations and explorative factor analysis [103] . A pre-test of all items was done on a sample of 97 participants (e.g., academic experts and graduate students) to confirm that their meaning and understanding was clear, to determine the time taken to complete the questionnaire. The outcomes of this pilot study prompt to minor revisions of the questionnaire's wording and diminish the original 32 items to 24. Therefore, the result of testing the purified items revealed that the Cronbach's alpha was above 0.70, which was regarded to be acceptable for unidimensionality. The factor loadings were greater than or equal to 0.60 [103] . Per the revised 24 items accessible, data were collected for a sample of 510 individuals.
Sampling and Data Collection
The focus of this research is to establish the relationship between various constructs (intention and attitude) while extending the traditional TAM regarding mobile money services. Therefore, this study is built based on data from a survey of mobile money users in Lomé, the Capital city of Togo. Lomé is the busiest, the most crowded district with the highest number of mobile money agents, and major economic city of Togo.
A purposive sampling technique was applied to select the various study areas, and simple random sampling was employed to sample the subscribers. The application of the purposive sampling method was employed to sample the district business units since the majority of users of mobile money services reside in these areas. The application of the simple random technique was to offer an equal chance to the users of the service. This came out by randomly selecting users, who were physically present at each of the business/service center until designated members or units were chosen. The questionnaire was administered directly, and the samples were contacted directly.
With the aim of guaranteeing data quality, the study objectives were clarified to participants before each interview, and assured participants that the collected data would remain confidential and be used for research purposes only. This study followed the original version of the questionnaire in English, which was then translated into French (the official language of Togo). In the translation phase, two bilingual IT professionals independently with extensive experience with mobile money service translated the questionnaire from English to French, favoring conceptual rather than literal translation. It was translated into simple French at a roughly 6th-grade reading level to obtain a better understanding of the questions by the general population. After the initial translation, both translators, along with the researcher (bilingual: French-English), convened to resolve any discrepancies and integrate both translations into a single version. The primary data using a structured questionnaire (in French) was administered to respondents (prospective and current users of mobile money). Literate people completed their survey themselves, while for illiterates, help was offered. The questionnaire typically took 10-15 min to complete. The collected questionnaire was retranslated from French to English following the same procedure for the data analysis purpose.
According to Hinkin [104] , an ideal sample size should have an item-to-response proportion ranging from as low as 1:4 to as high as 1:10 for each set of scales to be factor examined. In this study, there were 24 items (see Appendix A Table A1 ) to be assessed; hence, an ideal sample size should be between 96 and 240 respondents for adequate factor analysis. From this perspective, a total of 539 responses from the collected data were found to be useable after excluding partial returns and missing responses (whether in the scale section or the demographic section) [105] . The sample descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1 .
There were 53.2% female and 46.8% male participants in the survey. The age distribution of participants was as follows: 14.1% participants were under 18 years old, 26.9 were 19-24 years old, 36.9 were 25-30 years old, and the remaining participants belonged to more than 31 years age group. The majority of respondents had a high school certificate or below, i.e., Baccalaureate (49.7%), followed by Undergraduate degree (37.7%), Master degree (10.7%) and Doctorate (2%) respectively. The majority of participants in this survey were mobile money users and their years of mobile experiences were as follows: 38.6% had less than one year, 25.2% between one and two years, 6.7% between three and four years whereas 6.5% respondents had five and more years of experience. However, 23% of respondents had no mobile money experience. Table 1 displays a summary of the demographic variables pertaining to the analyzed sample. 
Common Method Bias (CMB)
Using a questionnaire in behavioral studies is regarded as a standard technique to collect data and conduct the analysis. This approach leads to a standard method by which the variance and measurement error can be assessed [106] . Moreover, common method bias (CBM) is viewed to be a potential issue in social research and thus might mitigate or weaken the credibility of the data analysis outcomes [106, 107] . Concern arose that CMB may have inflated the outcomes in the study, i.e., mainly the relationships between the variables, due to the self-reported data employed [108] . In addressing this issue, a common scale was applied in the form of two widely tests i.e., Harman's single-factor analysis and the unmeasured latent marker construct (ULMC) [109, 110] .
The guidelines suggested that the single factor should be extracted if there is less than a 50% variance as to determine the controlled level of CMB within the research's constructs [106] . In this study, the result of Harman's single factor test revealed that the largest variance explained by individual factors accounted for 22.94% of the variance. This is lower than the threshold value (50%) of the total variance explained. Therefore, none of the factors can explain the majority of the variance; such a result shows evidence of no common method bias in this study.
The ULMC technique compared the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) with a CMB construct to the R 2 without a CMB construct, and indicated that ULMC explained only 5.28% average variance of the measures, and their related construct explained 78.9%. This outcome signposts as well that CMB is not a major problem in the study [111] .
SEM-Artificial Neural Network Approach
The methodology used in this study is comparable to those of earlier studies [10, 43, 112, 113] to validate the research model and test the suggested research hypotheses. There are two stages in the data analysis. During the first stage, the structural equation model (SEM) is used to understand the significant influence of predictors on mobile money transfer (MMT) acceptance. The second stage adopted artificial neural network (ANN) model to identify the importance of the predictors. Therefore, the results of the performance between the two approaches will be checked whether there are differences in determinants predicting the adoption of mobile money transfer.
Given that SEM is generally applied to verify hypothesized relationships, it has seldom been integrated with other artificial intelligence algorithms [114, 115] when users are making technology adoption decisions; SEM may often oversimplify the complexities involved as it is merely detecting linear model. In addressing this challenge, an SEM-ANN technique was booked for the application, since ANN is useful for detecting both linear and non-linear relationships without necessitating any distribution assumptions like normality, linearity, or homoscedasticity [116] . Another advantage offers by using ANN resides in its ability to perform more accurate predictions in comparison to traditional regression techniques such as multiple regression analysis (MRA), multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) or SEM [117] . Contrarily, ANN presents also some drawbacks. Due to the "black-box" approach related to its application, ANN is unsuitable for testing hypotheses of causal relationships [118] . When analyzing a model, it is often difficult for researchers to understand how the neural nets arrive at their results [119] . To overcome these issues, significant variables derived from SEM are used as the input units to the ANN [92] . This is one of the few mobile money adoptions and sustainability studies which combine SEM with ANN by taking a developing country context.
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) Analysis
The research model, as depicted in Figure 1 , was analyzed by employing structural equation modeling (SEM). We used a two-step modeling process proposed by Anderson and Gerbing [120] for data analysis.
Step one involves the measurement model analysis, whereas step two tests the structural model (including hypothesis testing).
Notably, the PLS-SEM technique, with the help of the SmartPLS 3.2.8 statistical package, was employed to perform the SEM analysis. Due to the analysis of key sources of explanation for a certain target construct, PLS-SEM is mainly used in exploratory research and theory development [105, 121] . As suggested by Chin and Newsted [122] , the PLS method places fewer boundaries on the measurement scales, residual distribution, and sample size and is therefore appropriate for our explorative study. In most consumer behavior research, the data are non-normal, and PLS is unbound by the normality assumption [123] that is necessitated in covariance-based SEM [124] . Moreover, the estimates of mediation effects obtained by PLS are more accurate, and the method accounts for measurement errors [125] . Compared with other SEM methods, the strength of this approach resides in its flexibility for distributional assumptions and handling complex predictive models [122] .
Measurement Model Assessment
We conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to validate the measurement model regarding the reliability, internal consistency, and validity of the observed variables [126] . Consistency evaluations are grounded on single observed and construct reliability tests, while convergent and discriminant validity are employed for assessing validity [127] . The observed variables with an outer loading of 0.7 or greater are considered to be acceptable [127] , whereas the outer loading of a value less than 0.7 should be rejected [128] . From this perspective, the cut-off value accepted for the outer loading was 0.7 in this research.
From Table 2 , the outer loadings bounded between 0.717 and 0.942. We employed Cronbach's alpha and Composite Reliability (CR) to assess the internal consistency in the construct reliability. As compared to the Cronbach's alpha, CR is regarded as a better assessment criterion for internal consistency since it retains the standardized loadings of the observed variables [129] . However, Cronbach's alpha and CR value were used alongside in this study. All the values of Cronbach's alpha and CR are greater than 0.8 (See Table 2 ). We concluded that all indicators are reasonably reliable and indicated that all the latent construct values exceeded the minimum threshold level of 0.70 [130] .
To assess the validity of constructs, both convergent validity and discriminant validity are employed. The examination of the convergent validity is grounded on average variance extracted (AVE) values as evaluation criterion [105] . From Table 2 , it is seen that all the AVE values were more than 0.5 [129] . Therefore, convergent validity was sufficient for this study model, indicating that each latent variable explained more than 50% of their indicator's variance on average.
Discriminant validity describes that the manifest variable in any construct is different from other constructs in the path model, where its cross-loading value in the latent variable is greater than that in any other constructs [131] . The Fornell and Larcker criterion and cross-loadings were employed to estimate the discriminant validity [129] in this study. The recommended standard is not to have a construct displaying the same variance as any other construct that is more than its AVE value [131] . Table 3 displays that all of the correlations were smaller relative to the square root of average variance employed along the diagonals, suggesting satisfactory discriminant validity. Furthermore, the investigation of cross-factor loadings in Table 4 demonstrates the appropriate discriminant validity, as the loading of every indicator on the allocated construct exceeds its loading on other constructs [125] . Therefore, the discriminant validity of the study constructs is acceptable. Since we can never exhaust all the determinants affecting users or potential users of mobile money services, the consideration of endogeneity is important when applying the regression-based technique such as PLS-SEM [132] . We used an instrumental variable (IV) approach following the guideline recommended by Kock [133] to test and control for endogeneity in PLS-SEM, in which the IV created through independent variable should have a direct link to the dependent variable but not with the independent structural variables. Notably, the study tested the endogeneity in the outcome variable [134] , i.e., mobile money usage intention (IUMM) using the two endogenous variables such as perceived ease-of-use (PEMM) and perceived usefulness (PUMM). For PEMM-IUMM, the estimate of instrumental variable (iPEMM-IUMM) revealed a path coefficient β = 0.056 and p-value = 0.097 > 0.05. For PUMM-IUMM, the estimate of instrumental variable (iPUMM-IUMM) is β = 0.071, p-value = 0.051 > 0.05. Given that IVs have a significant level higher than 0.05, we conclude that endogeneity bias may not be an issue in this research, and that it does not influence the robustness of the structural model that generated the results of this study. 
Structural Model and Validation
The next step in the analysis included testing of the structural model and corresponding theoretical relationships. To assess the structural model, collinearity issues, significance, and relevance of the model paths, coefficients of determination (R 2 ), predictive sample reuse technique (Q2) and the effect size (f 2 ) were tested. From there, to remove any suspicion of collinearity concerns, variance inflation factors (VIF) and tolerance for each set of predictors were analyzed, and their values were found below the suggested thresholds of 5 and 0.2 respectively [105] .
The R 2 values were computed for all endogenous constructs to measure the variance quantity explained in the dependent variables viewed as the predictive power of the structural model. According to Hair et al. [138] , in the marketing field, the R 2 value of 0.25 is weak, 0.50 is moderate, and 0.75 is substantial. However, unless the adjusted R 2 is employed, (for a formal explanation see Hair et al. [105] (p. 176), this coefficient can be upward-biased in complex models where more paths are directed towards the endogenous construct. From this perspective, the coefficient of determination required to be judged in the context of a research project's discipline. As shown in Table 5 , all the two variables (self-efficacy and technology anxiety) explained a low value of the variance, i.e., 5.8% within perceived ease-of-use (R 2 : PEMM = 0.058). The remaining of the 94.2% can be elucidated by other variables not included in the model. Identically, the consumer attitude and personal innovativeness also explained merely 14.6% within usage intention. However, perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness, are better predictors of the attitude of users since they explain the majority of variance (R 2 : ATMM = 0.502); whereas self-efficacy, technology anxiety and perceived ease-of-use explain 22.3% of the variance within perceived usefulness outputs (R 2 : PUMM = 0.223). After assessing the size of R 2 , therefore, the Q 2 can effectively be employed as a criterion for predictive relevance [139] . Q 2 was then calculated using blindfolding procedures [140] , and cross-validated redundancy was performed as recommended by Chin [141] . According to Fornell and Cha [142] , a Q 2 greater than 0 implies that the model has predictive relevance, while Q 2 less than 0 implies that the model lacks predictive relevance. From Table 5 , it reveals that the Q 2 values for attitude, usage intention, perceived ease-of-use, and perceived usefulness were 0.241, 0.077, 0.032, and 0.110, respectively, indicating acceptable predictive relevance.
The effect size (f 2 ) of the variables of interest was investigated to assess the impact of each exogenous latent construct on the endogenous latent construct if deleted from the model ( Table 5 ). The f 2 values of 0.35 indicate a strong effect, 0.15 is a moderate effect, and 0.02 is a weak effect, according to Cohen's [143] and Hair et al. [105] . Given the established guidelines, Table 5 shows the value of f 2 obtained from SEM analysis. SEMM has a weak effect on PEMM and PUMM, whereas TAMM has no significant statistic effect on both PEMM and PUMM. PEMM has a large effect on attitude and a moderate effect on PUMM. PUMM has a moderate effect on ATMM. PIMM presents a weak effect on both ATMM and IUMM. Lastly, the importance of ATMM construct on IUMM is supported with a weak value of effect size.
In conclusion, the results of R 2 , Q 2 , and f 2 test imply that the finding and conclusions drawn from this research are relatively robust.
PLS-SEM does not emphasize the model fit. However, it prioritizes maximizing the explained variance of the target constructs by considering this criterion as sufficient fit criteria [144] . Therefore, PLS-SEM using the global goodness of fit index (GOF) is adopted as an index for the comprehensive model fit to validate whether the model adequately explains the empirical data [140] . The GOF values range between 0 and 1, where values of 0.10 (small), 0.25 (medium), and 0.36 (large) signpost the global validation of the path model. A good model fit shows that a model is parsimonious and plausible [145] . The GOF is computed by using the geometric mean value of the average communality (AVE values) and the average R 2 value(s). Based on the formula proposed by Tenenhaus et al. [140] and the guidelines introduced by Wetzels et al. [146] to assess the effect size of the GOF, the obtained value of GOF = 0.412 (See Table 6 ) led us to conclude that the goodness of fit index is large enough to support the global model validity. The GOF of the model is calculated using Equation (1) below [140] .
(1) 
The next step in the analysis involved testing the corresponding theoretical relationships. The structural path analysis results are shown in Figure 2 ; the bold lines reveal significant relationships, while the dotted line shows insignificant relationships. Table 7 displays the results of hypothesis testing. A t-test was adopted since all the hypotheses are well directional [123] . Bootstrapping was performed to compute t-statistics following p-values for the path coefficients (See Table 7 ). Most of the hypothesized relationships regarding the direct effect were significant, except for H2b (β TAMM → PUMM = -0.054, t = 1.08, p > 0.05). The results confirm the statistical significance of nine out of the ten tested direct effects. Regarding the indirect relationship, seven hypotheses were statistical significance amongst the eight tested indirect effects (i.e., mediating effect). Based on path coefficients, H3a (β PEMM → ATMM = 0.408, t = 8.397, p < 0.001) was the most significant. This implies that during mobile money adoption, mobile money users rely on the perceived ease-of-use with low perceived usefulness. Based on H5a (β PIMM → ATMM = 0.155, t = 4.173, p < 0.01) and H5b (β PIMM → IUMM = 0.158, t = 3.248, p < 0.01), personal innovativeness contributes significantly to both user's attitude and intention to adopt mobile money service. As shown in Table 7 , the positive and statistically significant direct effect of H5b (β PIMM → IUM = 0.158, t = 3.248, p < 0.01) and the positive and statistically significant indirect effect of H9a (β PIMM→ATMM→IUMM = 0.04, t = 3.103, p < 0.01) support the complementary mediation effect [105] of the attitude of users on the relationship between personal innovativeness and intention to use. Similarly, the positive and statistically significant direct effect of H3a (β PEMM → ATMM = 0.408, t = 8.397, p < 0.01), together with the positive and statistically significant indirect effect of H8 (β PEMM→PUMM →ATMM = 0.088, t = 4.214, p < 0.01), represent the complementary mediation of the perceived usefulness regarding the relationship between perceived ease-of-use and attitude. 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and Sensitivity Analysis
Many statistical techniques are parametric, necessitating a great statistic background, whereas artificial neural networks (ANNs) are non-parametric models [147] . ANNs are the most effective models among intelligent methods [148] . ANNs techniques refer to a massively parallel distributed processor comprise of simple processing units, which have a neural tendency for storing experimental knowledge and making it available for use [149] . They are very comparable to the biological neural networks in the human brain, in the sense that knowledge is collected through 
Many statistical techniques are parametric, necessitating a great statistic background, whereas artificial neural networks (ANNs) are non-parametric models [147] . ANNs are the most effective models among intelligent methods [148] . ANNs techniques refer to a massively parallel distributed processor comprise of simple processing units, which have a neural tendency for storing experimental knowledge and making it available for use [149] . They are very comparable to the biological neural networks in the human brain, in the sense that knowledge is collected through learning or training process and stored by "interneuron connection strengths recognized as synaptic weights". They use a massive interconnection of simple computing units termed as neurons or nodes in input, hidden, and output layers with connection strengths called synaptic weights that are adjusted via an iterative process [118] . The interconnection pattern between these neurons in ANN represent the network architecture. Each input has a connected weighted (w), which is attributed based on its relative importance to other inputs. The node uses a function f defined as a weighted sum of its inputs based on the following formula:
where w 1 and w 2 are weighted, x 1 and x 2 are input, b representing the bias and Y the output. Figure 3 represents the general network architecture for a single layer perceptron.
One of the particularities of ANN is to deal equally with a linear and non-linear relationship with requiring any distribution assumptions such as normality, linearity, or homoscedasticity as compared to SEM [118] . Hence, the function f is non-linear, which is a so-called activation function. Selecting a proper activation function remains an important consideration because it can affect how the input data should be set up, as well as how the output format would be generated.
There are three commonly used activation functions, i.e., sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent (Tanh), and rectified linear unit (ReLU) as presented in the formula below. The Sigmoid function is an activation function having an output bound between [0, 1]; while Tanh function has an output range of [−1, 1]. Relu function refers to the type of activation function returning the max (0, x). Although the output layer can have any activation functions, Sigmoid is the widely used activation function for the output layer in the information technology context [113] . The Sigmoid function and its combinations generally work better in the context of classifiers and sometimes prefer when the researcher expects an output or intermediate layer of the net to represent the probability of an event. Based on the output value range of sigmoid, the normalizing output of each neuron can be assessed as well.
Tanh(x) = −1 (4)
A feedforward backpropagation (FFBP) neural network is an ANN which employs a supervised learning procedure with a feed-forward algorithm for prediction. It is viewed as advanced multiple regression analysis (MRA) or SEM able to deal with complex and non-linear relationships.
In this study, the extensive neural network model-multilayer perceptron (MLP) with the FFBP training algorithm-was applied [10, 150] in SPSS 21 using the sigmoid activation function for hidden and output layers [112, 151] . This sigmoid function will be converging to one for large positive numbers and 0.5 for zero and very close to zero for large negative numbers. Therefore, it allows transitions to be calculated between the low and high output of the neuron. The output is subject to Selecting a proper activation function remains an important consideration because it can affect how the input data should be set up, as well as how the output format would be generated.
Tanh(x) = 2 1 + e −2x − 1
ReLU(x) = max(0, x)
In this study, the extensive neural network model-multilayer perceptron (MLP) with the FFBP training algorithm-was applied [10, 150] in SPSS 21 using the sigmoid activation function for hidden and output layers [112, 151] . This sigmoid function will be converging to one for large positive numbers and 0.5 for zero and very close to zero for large negative numbers. Therefore, it allows transitions to be calculated between the low and high output of the neuron. The output is subject to the activation and which in turn rely on the input values and their corresponding weights. The number of neurons in the input layer is equivalent to the number of predictor constructs. Similarly, the number of neurons in the output layer is equal to the number of dependent variables, i.e., predicted constructs, and the problem scheme determines all.
Over-fitting is a major issue in the predictive modeling approach. To avoid over-fitting, a ten-fold cross-validation technique was performed, with 90% of the sample used for training and the remaining 10% of the hold-out data for testing purpose [112, 151] . The determination of hidden nodes is regarded in the literature as one of the greatest challenges. Wang and Elhag [152] suggested a range of 1 to 10 hidden nodes in the neural network model. The number of hidden units was engendered automatically, and the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) values were computed together with the normalized importance in the sensitivity analysis.
The accuracy of the network models is assessed by RMSE [10, 150] , which is computed as the difference between actual and predicted values of the dependent constructs, i.e., consumers intention to use mobile-based money services. The summary of RMSE values for all four ANN models is provided in Table 8 . The RMSE values achieved through all four neural network models, both for training and testing data points, are very small. Hence, the results generated are relatively accurate [112, 113] . The number of non-zero synaptic weights linked to the relevant hidden units is used to validate the relevance of the variables (See Table 9 ). Hence, all factors are found to be relevant in predicting the dependent variable. The normalized or relative importance values were computed as the ratio of the relative importance of each variable with its largest importance and expressed in percentage form [112] . Only significant linear factors obtained via the SEM technique were regarded as the input units of the ANN models. From Table 10 , the sensitivity analysis performance was then computed by averaging the importance of the input variables in predicting the output for the ten networks [10] . Therefore, the relative strengths of the causal relationships were assessed grounded on the normalized importance from the sensitivity analysis [92] . SEMM was found to be the key determinant in predicting PEMM followed by TAMM in model A. In model B, PEMM is the most prominent predictor for PUMM, followed by SEMM. For model C, the order of importance towards ATMM in descending order is PEMM, followed by PUMM and PIMM. Last but not least, ATMM constituted the most effective in term of predicting IUMM, followed by PIMM.
Remarkably, the ANN models (See Figure 4) are able to learn both complex linear and nonlinear relationships among decision variables, as compared to structural models, which detect linear relations only [113] . 
Discussion
The need to assess the main factors impacting the adoption of new technologies is grounded in many studies. In this study, the determinants of mobile money adoption and sustainability include TAM constructs, extended with variables like self-efficacy, technology anxiety, and personal innovativeness which were identified and tested in various studies, were tested in the context of Togo.
The proposed hypotheses deriving from these factors were tested using a hybrid structural equation modeling-artificial neural networks approach (SEM-ANN). The majority of the hypotheses were validated by the finding, with only two paths connecting new technology anxiety (TAMM) and perceived usefulness (PUMM) found to be statistically insignificant. The abovementioned analytical results reveal that the research model examined in this study is acceptable. The subsequent subsections offer more detailed discussions on the findings.
Relationships between SEMM, TAMM, and PEMM
Self-efficacy in mobile money service (SEMM) has the highest normalized importance, and also showed a significant relationship with the perceived ease-of-use (PEMM) of mobile money in the present study. This finding supports prior researches on mobile payment acceptance [29, 153] . Notably, the construct of SEMM has long been associated with perceived ease-of-use in the IS adoption literature [154] . Altogether, it is rational to argue that self-efficacy will lead a consumer to believe in his or her ability or to see the procedure of performing mobile money ease-of-use, therefore carrying out successfully mobile money adoption. The findings in this study also show that TAMM with 63.6% normalized importance is positively related to the ease of use of mobile money. Therefore, customers who are anxious about using the technology may, to some extent, perceive mobile money as being easy to use. When the user's anxiety for mobile money is mitigated, the user's system perceived ease of use would be lower. This result contradicts past research that defines anxiety, particular computer anxiety, as the propensity of a person to experience a level of uneasiness about his or her impending use of a computer [155] .
Relationships between SEMM, PEMM, TAMM, and PUMM
The path coefficient between SEMM and PUMM is 0.163 (p < 0.01), which is a significant positive correlation with the highest normalized importance. This result indicates that when users perceived his ability to master the use of mobile money transfers, their effectiveness increase usefulness or utility of mobile money. Concerning self-efficacy effect on perceived usefulness, the finding of this research is compatible with the findings of existing studies [156] . The path coefficient between PEMM and PUMM with 0.357 (p < 0.01) was found to be positive and significant, which confirms the results of earlier studies [34, 83, 157] . The degree of usefulness of technology is viewed based on how much users perceive the ease-of-use. This result is in line with the work of Munoz-Leiva et al. [62] . With other things being equal, users view technology as being more beneficial and helpful when it is free of effort concerning the effort of expectancy. This finding contradicts the research conducted by Sumedha [64] toward the adoption of mobile money amongst the poor citizens of India. There is no empirical evidence to accept H2b (β = − 0.054; p > 0.05), thus failing to demonstrate the importance of new technology anxiety through the usefulness to use mobile money services. This result opposes the previous study in the context of mobile payment in the USA [29] .
6.3. Relationships between PEMM, PUMM, and PIMM on ATMM PEMM is the most significant factor in determining ATMM as well as the one having the highest normalized value, followed by PUMM and PIMM. A probable explanation is that mobile money services remain a relatively new phenomenon in the field of e-business, and most mobile financial companies are still in an early stage of diffusion. When a technology has emerged recently, it is probable that users delay espousing it due to their concern with the efforts involved in using the technology and its intricacy. Similarly, users will be unwilling to welcome the novel technology if they do not know how it works. To some extent, this result is partially supported by earlier empirical studies in mobile banking [62] . Regarding the impact of perceived usefulness, empirical evidence is found to accept H4 (β = 0.245 p < 0.01), showing the importance of usefulness through the attitude based on the proposed mobile money services as it is consistent with the existing TAM research [62, 158] . For many studies, the perception of usefulness has been viewed as a perceived relative advantage. Due to this motive, Rogers [89] explains the relative advantage as the way a product is perceived as being preferable than its predecessor. The present finding suggests that this factor is relevant for mobile money services are considered innovative within mobile financial services, and the usefulness offers to users is closely associated with the advantages that it provides. Therefore, if people are alerted to mobile money's usefulness, including transferring money quickly and safely at low cost, it will offer a push for its usage as significance leads momentum according to Kelly [159] . The service providers should ensure that there should be conscious and focused efforts on spreading the message of the usefulness of mobile money to its potential users through a focused marketing strategy. Regarding the fundamental constructs of TAM, such as perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness, it was detected in the SEM outcome that these two factors impact attitudes significantly towards the application of mobile money. The outcomes signpost that mobile money users in Togo are not only attracted by the usefulness of mobile money services, but are also concerned with the ease of use in its operations. Furthermore, the innovativeness of the services finds to be one of the factors that influence the usage of mobile money, which is supported by earlier results in the context of web survey [90] . For mobile money usefulness and ease of use to happen, the service providers should strive to incorporate features that users find useful with less effort of application as the majority of respondents have only A level degree (Baccalaureate) or below. It is expected that potential respondents with high personal technology innovativeness will be more willing to develop the attitude to use mobile money than those with low personal innovativeness, all things being equal. The most likely explanation of this empirical evidence is a low maturity level of users towards mobile money in this developing country.
Relationships between PIMM, and ATMM on IUMM
A PIMM with normalized importance of 79.2% was found to have a significant relationship in predicting IUMM. The result corroborates with research done in the context of mobile learning [160] and contradicts Lu et al. [161] and Chong et al. [162] studies. Personal innovativeness plays a central role in predicting intentions for the usage of technological innovation [163] . Most individuals with a greater level of personal innovativeness have more courage and higher personality principles and social-economic status, hence when undertaking any technology adoption, they are likely to develop positive feelings towards intention as opposed to individuals with lower personal innovativeness. ATMM shows a significant influence in predicting the UIMM, which is consistent with the prior study [29] . According to the finding of this research, once the users develop a good attitude regarding using mobile money, the behavioral intention to use it will follow. The result justifies the inclusion of attitude as a variable in the mobile money adoption and sustainable mobile financial industry.
Conclusions and Implications
Mobile money transfers are among the latest innovative financial applications of mobile technologies. Due to the lower acceptance of mobile money in Togo, this research grasped the importance of understanding and assessing key determinants affecting mobile money acceptance. Therefore, the research aimed to study beliefs and behavioral variables that impact the acceptance and sustainability of mobile money application from the developing country perspective, as well as offering conclusions beyond mere descriptive analysis.
To reach this objective, the traditional TAM model has been used, to which relevant constructs were added in the adoption of an innovation such as self-efficacy, new technology anxiety, personal innovativeness allied with the proposed methodological application. A survey was conducted among the users and potential users of mobile-based money services for the analysis of the proposed theoretical model. The proposed model employed a two-stage SEM-ANN approach-SEM for testing possible relationships and ANN for predicting the determinants of mobile money. The predictive analytical approach of the neural network was employed to assess the data, and the outputs from the data were utilized to compare with the ones from structural equation modeling analysis. Such an integrated methodology provides a rigorous and comprehensive reference for future research work in the area of mobile money transfer from the developing countries perspectives. Togolese mobile financial service providers may develop appropriate business policies and strategies for mobile money transfer system, which enhance the overall business performance.
Moreover, this research reveals the relevance of the two-stage approach integrating SEM and ANN techniques to enhance the assessment of technology adoption models for decisions makers. By comparing the results of the SEM and the ANN analyses, the major difference lies in the strength of the effect of the two constructs relating to innate personal ability and personality trait. The ANN analysis increases the relative importance of self-efficacy in ease-of using mobile money transfer. Similarly, the relative importance of personal innovativeness has been improved regarding its effect both on users' attitude and intention to use mobile money with ANN analysis. The results reveal that ANNs are better than SEM at learning, predicting, and clarifying various factors influencing mobile money adoption. However, SEM supports the causal analysis (the reliability and validity of the measurements and path analysis) which found limited in ANN application. Therefore, a multi-analysis technique such as the integrated approach (SEM-ANN) contributes more to sharpen the understanding of the effect of model variables than using a sole technique.
From a different angle, the outcomes of this research have immense practical and managerial implications. This study can provide useful insights to the decision makers of telecommunication service providers, mobile money app developers, and mobile money service providers to enhance and maintain their customer base. First, the government of several emerging economies has been making efforts to achieve greater financial inclusion by using technology [21] . Recently, African Development Bank (AfDB) in collaboration with the government of Togo offer subsidies to farmers through e-wallets provided by mobile network operators Moov and Togocel in patronizing the digitization project of the agriculture transformation agenda [21] . Grounded on the World Bank/AfDB report, the mobile financial services (MFS) have a significant positive influence on the macroeconomic development of some West African Nations and even the percentage of effect could reach a double-digit. Based on the proportion of GDP, among the largest beneficiaries, are Togo (10.7%) and Cape Verde (9.4%) [164] . Asif et al. [165] reported the significant benefits of mobile money on a firm investment in three East Africa economies and encouraged the use of such services in other developing countries.
Given the importance of financial inclusion and sustainable development, mobile money transfer services might go a long way in solving the concerns of the non-existent banking network. Banks have been reluctant to open branches in far-reaching zones because of security and viability issues. Thus, services such as mobile money transfers can effectively fill that need, and can be an effective instrument with which to achieve greater financial inclusion [166] . This study reveals that perceived usefulness of the mobile money services impacts the consumer's attitude regarding the decision to adopt this technology, including its ease of operations. The developers of mobile money apps require to focus on the development of the user-centric apps to create the awareness of usefulness together with ease in operations of users in their view. Then, in turn, should lead to an increase in financial transactions conducted on mobile devices. It is important to stress the influential role of personal innovativeness on the users' attitude and intention to use mobile money. For the scholars' conceptualization of personal innovativeness, a person is described as being innovative if he or she is early to adopt an innovation [98, 167] . Therefore, personal innovativeness acts as an enabler of user behavior, and company providers need to stimulate this factor to facilitate the usage of mobile money services. This signpost that for the usage of such services, users are seeking not only basic functionality, but also innovations. Service providers may ponder directing some of their advertising campaigns to the segment of more innovative uses. As per the suggestion of Moore [168] , innovators offer companies with great feedback early in the design cycle and start building a supporter who will impact buyers. Since it is now possible to gather big data on consumer behavior and habits through mobile phone sensors, an artificial intelligence approach could be utilized to profile each consumer and offer personalized service that the customer would find innovative and useful. For Midgley and Dowling [87] , innovators regarded as early adopters are more likely to be opinion leaders and the messages these innovators addressing to others stimulate the interpersonal predisposed adoption process of light users or non-users. This will have a positive impact on the mobile-based money adoption rate.
Limitation and Future Research
This research presents a series of limitations that will pave the way for future study. This study did not consider moderating variables, such as individual customers' experiences with mobile money in other mobile financial services, age, and gender proposed by Venkatesh and Bala [61] , the impacts of which could be empirically tested in future studies. Furthermore, the model is cross-sectional, in that it measures perceptions, attitude, and intentions at a single point in time. However, perceptions alter over time as individuals gain experience [169] . With our cross-sectional data, we also only took a snapshot of this model. Due to the limitations, a stricter test of our argument, however, could lead researchers and practitioners who are interested in predicting mobile money usage over time to employ longitudinal studies. By using a longitudinal study in the future, the research model could be investigated in different periods and make comparisons, thus offering more insight into the phenomenon of mobile money adoption. Due to the objective of the research, this study could not test the endogeneity associated with omitted variables and feedback loops regarding all the various construct relationships in the model. Future studies are encouraged to assess the issues of endogeneity and the remedies in the context of determinants of information technology adoption using the PLS-SEM technique.
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Appendix A Table A1 . Conceptual framework of variables.
Items
Measurement Scales
Mobile money self-efficacy (SEMM) [ MFS gives you more freedom of mobility. Mobile money perceived usefulness (PUMM) [45, 59] 
PUMM1
In general, the mobile-based payment system could be useful for me PUMM2 I would find it useful to use a smartphone for my financial transaction PUMM3
The mobile money service system is a useful mode of payment Assuming that I have access to mobile financial services, I intend to use it.
IUMM3
Given that I have access to mobile financial services, I predict that I would use it.
IUMM4
To the extent possible, I would take advantage of mobile money for my transaction activities.
